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Abstract 
There is a large class of chemical engineering 
problems that require the solution of n nonlinear 
equations inn unknowns. Methods that are globally 
convergent for all starting points exist for finding 
zeros or fixed points of nonlinear systems. Homotopy 
continuation is one method being investigated at the 
present time. HOMPACK, a transportable Fortran 77 code 
-which implements homotopy continuation, provides three 
algorithms for tracing the zero curve of the homotopy 
map. Each algorithm has an option for a full or sparse 
Jacobian matrix. A special driver is included for 
polynomial systems. 
We have investigated the applicability of HOMPACK 
to the solution of chemical engineering models. The 
operating conditions of a continuously stirred tank 
reactor (CSTR) and a plug flow reactor (PFR) have been 
studied with HOMPACK. For the CSTR the exact solutions 
are 301 and 445 °Kand the calculated solutions are 
300.37 and 445.51 °K. For the PFR the exact solutions 
are 0.782, 0.340, and 0.049 and the calculated solutions 
are 0.7833, 0.3401, and 0.0491. The equation COS(x} = O 
has been expanded with a Taylor series to show how 
trigonometric functions can be used in polynomial 
solvers. 
1 
Introduction 
Homotopy continuation involves the numerical 
solution of functions with unknown solutions, f(x), by 
starting with the solution of a function having a known 
solution, g(x), and "continuing" the solution by varying 
a homotopy parameter, t, over an interval frequently 
from zero to one[l]. These two functions then are 
combined into a new function, the homotopy function, 
.H(x,t). In general, however, arbitrary f(x) functions 
and g(x) cannot be paired randomly. 
A homotopy function may be of the form: 
H(x,t) = t*f(x) + (1-t)*g(x) 
The function or functions to be solved are generally 
systems of linear or nonlinear algebraic equations. The 
f(x) 's are not solved directly, but their solutions are 
reached gradually by starting with g(x) [2]. The g(x) 
function may be part of f(x) itself, and the more g(x) 
resembles f(x) the more efficient the method. Part of 
the premise is to start with the problem with a known 
answer and work towards the problem whose solution in 
unknown. The initial guesses are then better because 
they are from the solution of a closely related 
problem[9]. 
For each step of the homotopy parameter, a locally 
convergent iterative technique, such as Newton's method, 
is utilized in order to zero H(x,t). The solution to 
the previous problem is then used as the starting point 
2 
for the next problem. 
step is quite good[8]. 
Thus the "initial guess" for any 
The solution to f(x) is built in 
this fashion, slowly varying the homotopy parameter, 
with relatively small changes in the roots from one step 
to the next, and therefore convergence can be rapid. 
The homotopy function H(x,t) = o is solved for every 
value oft. The resulting "zero curve" starts at t = o 
(g(x) = O} and goes tot= 1 (f(x} = 0) where the 
-solution is found[9]. Homotopy continuation is most 
useful for systems of equations that have ill-
conditioned or near singular Jacobian matrices[6]. 
Homotopy continuation is referred to as a globally 
convergent method, i.e., it will converge to a solution 
of the problem from an arbitrary starting point[5)[7]. 
This is in contrast to local methods where the initial 
guess must be within the neighborhood of the root for 
the method to be successful. The homotopy method may 
not be completely global, but it will greatly expand the 
domain of convergence[8]. The" ... purpose of 
globally convergent homotopy methods is to create 
homotopies whose zero curves are well behaved with well 
conditioned Jacobian matrices and which reach a solution 
for almost all choices ... "[6]. 
Polynomial solvers are restricted to a monotonic 
increase in the homotopy parameter. To date these 
solvers are the best all purpose method available for 
finding all roots of a polynomial. They require no 
3 
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initial guess specification and they are capable of 
finding all possible solutions, real and complex. 
General solvers that invoke homotopy continuation, 
such as HOMPACK's six subroutines FIXPDF, FIXPDS, 
FIXPNF, FIXPNS, FIXPQF and FIXPQS (subsequently 
specified as FIX???), are not equipped to handle complex 
arithmetic, and they find one solution per initial guess 
input. These six subroutines are discussed in detail in 
-the HOMPACK Manual beginning on page 38. Remember that 
Newton's method will also find one solution at a time 
for any initial guess, if the solver can find a root. 
Complex solvers are capable of increasing or decreasing 
the homotopy parameter along the zero curve. These 
solvers are also able to ''jump" from one path to 
another. However, the end result of homotopy 
continuation is not the zero curve or path, but the 
final value of the curve at t = 1 which corresponds to 
the solution or root. 
One problem that arises is the use of trigonometric 
functions in the equations to be solved. These 
functions can be expanded to polynomial form via the 
Taylor series, and can then be used with any standard 
polynomial driver that uses homotopy continuation. This 
proves to be valuable with functions that cannot be used 
with a general solver. Manipulating the equations into 
polynomial form allows usage of POLSYS, HOMPACK's 
special polynomial driver, where the equations would 
4 
otherwise be unsolvable with HOMPACK. 
Another requirement of HOMPACK is that functions 
must be twice continuously differentiable for use with 
the six FIX??? subroutines. Tolerance specification is 
another concern with HOMPACK. If the tolerances are too 
tight, the subroutine may not be capable of meeting 
them. The tighter a tolerance, the more work the 
computer is required to do in order to satisfy them. 
·Conversely, if the tolerances are too loose, then 
HOMPACK may lose the "zero curve" and the method may 
fail. There must be a careful balance of accuracy and 
efficiency in order to achieve the desired results. 
Results have shown that the order of the equations 
does indeed have a bearing on HOMPACK's performance. 
Also, rearrangement of one or more equations may reduce 
running time as well as the number of Jacobian matrix 
evaluations. This rearrangement is analogous to 
multiplication of the equation by -1, and this alters 
the homotopy function. An H(x,t) function with a f(x) 
is different than a H(x,t) with a -f(x), and the two 
solutions are dissimilar. With Newton's method, 
however, there is no net effect, as both the function 
and the Jacobian matrix are multiplied by this factor, 
and they in turn are multiplied so that the common 
factor -1 cancels. 
Further testing has shown that the six FIX??? 
routines can be sensitive to the initial guess. It is 
5 
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best, as with all numerical methods, to do some root 
estimation prior to programming. This will reduce 
running time and possibly the number of attempts 
required. If estimation is not possible and the 
equations allow it, initial guesses of zero are 
suggested for all variables. This requires little of 
the user and has shown to be effective in some 
instances. 
When feasible the system should be reduced to 
polynomials as has been previously discussed. HOMPACK's 
all purpose polynomial solver POISYS will generally 
calculate all solutions of all variables in one run with 
no initial guess specification required of the user. 
Problem 2 discusses this topic and its applications to a 
PFR. Similarly, Problem 3 explores the expansion of the 
COS(x) = o with a Taylor series. Problem 1 involves the 
analysis of a CSTR using HOMPACK's FIXPDF subroutine. 
6 
Analysis 2! Operating conditions Q! ~ ~ 
A first order irreversible exothermic reaction is 
to occur in an adiabatic CSTR. Graphical and analytical 
solution of the mass and energy balances shows the 
existence of multiple steady states[2][4]. For a feed 
temperature of 298 °K steady states are found at 301, 
346 and 445 °K. Of these, the solution at 346 °K is 
unstable. For higher or lower feed temperatures only 
·one steady state solution may exist. 
The reaction follows Arrhenius kinetics of the 
form: 
r = k*exp[-E/RTJ 
k = pre-exponential facto= 
E = activation energy 
R = gas law constant 
T = exit temperature 
the mass balance in terms of the fractional conversion 
is: 
x = [r*theta]/[l + r*theta] 
x = fractional conversion 
theta= average residence time 
= V/Q 
V = reactor volume 
Q = volumetric flow rate 
and the energy balance is: 
Q'= FT*Cp*[T - TF] + F*DH*[x - xf] 
Q'= heat 
= o (adiabatic reaction) 
xf = feed conversion 
= 0 
X = exit conversion 
TF = feed temperature 
= 298 °K 
T = exit temperature 
7 
(1) 
··~· 
FT = total feed rate 
= RHO*Q 
F = reactant feed rate 
= CF*Q 
RHO = density 
CF = reactant concentration 
Cp = heat capacity 
DH = heat of reaction 
which reduces to: 
x = [T - TFJ/150 ( 2) 
Combination of equations (1) and (2) eliminates the 
,conversion and leaves T as the only unknown: 
T - TF = 150*1.34E19*expf- E/RT) (1 + 1.34E19*exp[-E/RT]) 
This equation has been solved using HOMPACK's 
FIXPDF subroutine with an initial guess of 250 °K. See 
Program 1 for the code and the HOMPACK Manual for 
specific information on the FIXPDF subroutine. 
Generally, this subroutine will only find one solution 
per initial guess. The code has been modified in this 
instance to find additional roots. After the first call 
to FIXPDF, the solution is multiplied by a factor of 
1.2. This value is then used as the initial guess in 
the next call. This method allows the user to find 
multiple solutions if they exist. When successive 
solutions are within a specified error tolerance the 
program is terminated. 
It should be noted that only the two stable steady 
state solutions are found by HOMPACK with the method 
8 
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outlined above for this feed temperature. For a 
multiplying factor less than 1.2, the solution at 301 °K 
is the only solution found. For a factor greater than 
1.2, both stable solutions are found. Unless the 
initial guess is in the "neighborhood'' of the solution 
at 346 °K, this root is not reached by HOMPACK. For the 
CSTR the exact solutions for the two stable steady 
states are 301 and 445 °Kand the calculated solutions 
are 300.37 and 445.51 °K. 
9 
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•;· C ••• 
C ••• 
C ••• 
C ••• 
Program l 
PROGRAM CSTR(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(6) ,YP(6),YPOLD(6) ,QR(5,6),A(6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
ALPHA ( 5) , TZ ( 6) , WT ( 6) , PHI ( 6, 16) , P ( 6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARCLEN,ARCTOL,EPS,FG(lOO) 
INTEGER N,NP1,NFE,PIVOT(6),TRACE,IFLAG 
COMMON /SIZE/ N,NP1,Bl,B2,B3,TF 
C ••• C ... SET THE COUNTER TO BE USED TO FIND MULTIPLE 
,C. . . SOLUTIONS 
I=l 
C ••• 
C ... *****SET NECESSARY VARIABLES FOR FIXPDF***** 
C ••• 
C ... SET THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS 
8 N=l 
NPl=N+l 
C ... SET THE TRACKING TOLERANCE 
EPS=l.OD-10 
C ... SET THE TOLERANCE FOR THE SOLUTION 
ARCTOL=l.OD-4 
TRACE=O 
C ... SET THE REACTANT CONCENTRATION IN <KMOL/M3> 
CF=3.0DO 
C ... SET THE REACTOR VOLUME IN <M3> 
V=18.0D-3 
C ... SET THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE IN <M3/S> 
Q=60.0D-6 
C ... SET THE DENSITY IN <KG/M3> 
RHO=l. OD3 
C ... SET THE HEAT CAPACITY IN <KJ/KG*K> 
CP=4.19D3 
C ... SET THE ACTIVATION ENERGY IN <J/MOL> 
EA=62800.0DO 
C ... SET THE GAS LAW CONSTANT IN <J/MOL*K> 
RG=8.314DO 
C ... SET THE PRE-EXPONENTIAL FACTOR IN <1/S> 
AA=4.48D6 
C .•. SET THE HEAT OF REACTION IN <J/KMOL> 
DH=-2.09D8 
C ... SET THE FEED TEMPERATURE IN <K> 
TF=298.0DO 
C •.• CALCULATE THE AVERAGE RESIDENCE TIME IN <S> 
THETA=V/Q 
C ••• CALCULATE THE TOTAL FEED RATE IN <KG/S> 
FT=RHO*Q 
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C ... CALCULATE THE REACTANT FEED RATE IN <KMOL/S> 
F=CF*Q 
C ... SET THREE CONSTANT GROUPS 
Bl=THETA*AA 
B2=-FT*CP/(F*DH) 
B3=EA/RG 
C • •• C ... FOR THE ZERO FINDING PROBLEM SET !FLAG EQUAL TO 
C... MINUS ONE 
IFLAG=-1 
C . •. C ... SET THE STARTING POINT FOR THE ZERO CURVE 
C ... THIS IS THE INITIAL GUESS AT THE SOLUTION. THE 
C ... BETTER THE GUESS, THE BETTER THE PROGRAM WORKS 
C. . . ( IE FASTER) 
C ••• 
IF ( I. EQ. 1) THEN 
Y(2)=250.0DO 
FG(l)=Y(2) 
ELSE 
Y(2)=FG(I)*l.2DO 
ENDIF 
18 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6, 1 7) Y ( 2) 
17 FORMAT('INITIAL GUESS IS ',Dl5.5) 
C ••• 
C ... *****CALL SUBROUTINE FIXPDF***** 
C ••• 
C • •. 
C ••• 
CALL FIXPDF(N,Y,IFLAG,ARCTOL,EPS,TRACE,A,NDIMA, 
+ NFE,ARCLEN,YP,YPOLD,QR,ALPHA,TZ,PIVOT,WT, 
+ PHI,P,PAR,IPAR) 
C ... **WRITE THE OUTPUT** 
C ••• WRITE(6,82}Y(l},IFLAG,NFE,ARCLEN 
82 FORMAT(//' LAMBDA= ',Fll.8,/' IFLAG = ',I2, 
+ //,I8,' JACOBIAN EVALUATIONS ' 
+ // 'ARCLEN = ',Fl0.3) 
DO 90 J=2,NP1 
WRITE(6,85}J,Y(J} 
85 FORMAT(/'Y(',I2,') = ',D16.8} 
90 CONTINUE 
C • •• 
C ... INCREMENT COUNTER 
I=I+l 
C •.. SAVE THE CURRENT SOLUTION IN AN ARRAY FG 
FG(I)=Y(2) 
C • •• C ... CHECK THE PAST SOLUTION VERSUS THE PRESENT 
C... SOLUTION C •.• IF THEY ARE THE SAME (WITHIN ALLOWED ERROR) THE 
C .•• PROGRAM IS DONE. IF THE TWO SOLUTIONS ARE 
C ••• DIFFERENT, HOMPACK WILL BE RE-CALLED WITH THE 
11 
C ... INITIAL GUESS BEING THE PREVIOUS SOLUTION TIMES 
C ... 1.2 (SEE INITIAL GUESS SPECIFICATION) 
IF(DABS(FG(I)-FG(I-1)).LE.1.0D-3) GOTO 11 
GOTO 8 
11 STOP 
END 
C . •. 
C ... SET THE FUNCTION SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE F(X,V) 
C • .• 
C • .• 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X(l),V(l) 
COMMON /SIZE/ N,NP1,Bl,B2,B3,TF 
C ... V(l)=X(l)-TF-(1/B2)/(1+(1/Bl)*DEXP(B3/X(l))) 
C • .• 
C ... 0 = T-TF - 150*1.3409*EXP(-62800/R*T) (1+l.34D9*EXP(-62800/R*T)) 
C ••• 
C ••• 
V(l)=X(l)-TF-(1/B2)*Bl*DEXP(-B3/X(l))/ 
+ (Bl*DEXP(-B3/X(l))+l) 
RETURN 
END 
C ••• 
C ... SET THE JACOBIAN MATRIX SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE FJAC(X,V,K) 
C ••• 
C ••• IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X(l),V(l) 
COMMON /SIZE/ N,NP1,Bl,B2,B3,TF 
V(l)=1-((1/B2)/B1)*(B3/X(1)**2)*DEXP(B3/X(1))/ 
+ (1+(1/Bl)*DEXP(B3/X(1)))**2 
RETURN 
END 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR THE PROGRAM, WHERE LAMBDA IS THE 
HOMOTOPY PARAMETER AND Y(2) IS THE SOLUTION 
**FIRST CALL TO HOMPACK 
INITIAL GUESS IS .250000+03 
LAMBDA= 1.00000000 
!FLAG= 1 
144 JACOBIAN EVALUATIONS 
ARCLEN = 50.383 
Y( 2) = .300372640+03 
12 
.. 
• f 
. · f 
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. : ~ 
**SECOND~ '.l'.Q HOMPACK 
INITIAL GUESS IS 
LAMBDA= 1.00000000 
!FLAG= 1 
.36045D+03 
186 JACOBIAN EVALUATIONS 
ARCLEN = 
y ( 2) = 
84.635 
.44507322D+03 
**THIRD .QA1L TO HOMPACK 
INITIAL GUESS IS 
.LAMBDA= 1.00000000 
!FLAG= 1 
.53409D+03 
182 JACOBIAN EVALUATIONS 
ARCLEN = 
y ( 2) = 
89.020 
.44507322D+03 
13 
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Analysis Qi A Plug-Flow Reactor 
A plug-flow reactor (PFR) is to be used to study 
the noncatalytic homogeneous vapor phase reaction 
between sulfur and methane[4]. The reaction is to occur 
in a 1 inch stainless steel pipe 6 inches in length and 
packed with inert rock salt. Operating conditions are 1 
atm. and 600 °c. 
The primary reaction is: 
[4/b]Sb + CH4 ===> 2H2S + cs2 
with the two dissociation reactions: 
[1/4]S 8 ===> S2 
[1/3JS 6 ===> S2 
Kp' = 0.930 (atm) 3/ 4 
Kp" = 0.669 (atm) 2/ 3 
Let a represent the number of moles of sulfur, s2 only, 
per mole of methane. The conversion, x, is defined in 
terms of methane reacted. The moles of s2 , s 6 , and s8 
entering the reactor are designated r, s, t 
respectively. Thus the total number of moles of sulfur, 
s2 , is 
a = r + 35 + 4t 
At any point in the reactor, the number of
 moles of each 
component are: 
cs2 = X 
H2S = 2X 
CH4 = 1 - X 
14 
s8 = t 
Total moles= r + s + t + 2x + 1 
Letting a= 2 and x = 0 in the reactor feed produces the 
first equation: 
r + 3S + 4t - 2 = 0 ( 1) 
The three unknowns in equation (1) indicate that there 
must be two additional relationships among r, s, and t. 
These expressions are found by using the equilibrium 
.constants, which after simplification yield: 
t 114 (r + s + t + 1) 3/ 4 r/0.930 = o ( 2) 
sl/3(r + s + t + 1) 2/ 3 - r/0.669 = o (3) 
Solving equations (1), (2) and (3) simultaneously 
for r, s, and twill allow for the direct calculation of 
the component mole fractions. However, these equations 
cannot be directly programed into HOMPACK. This system 
of equations is not twice continuously differentiable, a 
requirement for the six FIX??? routines. The user must 
be able to differentiate the equations to be solved and 
verify that the first and second derivatives are 
continuous. If they are then the one of the six 
routines may be used. 
An available alternative is the POLSYS driver 
supplied in HOMPACK. See Program 2 on page 18 for the 
code and the HOMPACK Manual for specific information on 
the POLSYS driver. In order to utilize this driver, 
equations (2) and (3) must be put into standard 
15 
polynomial form. This is performed by raising equation 
(2) to the 4th power and expanding the term 
(r + s + t + 1) 3, and similarly raising equation (3) to 
the 3rd power and expanding (r + s + t + 1) 2. In 
addition, polynomials contain the possibility of complex 
solutions, and the six FIX??? subroutines are not 
equipped to handle complex arithmetic. 
The total degree of this system is twelve, and 
therefore, there are twelve solutions. Examination of 
the output paths reveals that Path 11 matches the exact 
solution. 
Unknown 
r 
s 
t 
Exact 
0.780 
0.340 
0.049 
Calculated 
0.7833 
0.3401 
0.0491 
HOMPACK's POLSYS subroutine is quite accurate in its 
calculation on the solution as the data reflects. The 
other eleven paths are not possible physical solutions 
to this problem. Paths 1, 8, and 9 are real solutions 
but two of the variables are negative and these 
solutions are of no practical interest. The remaining 
paths are complex and also are of no practical interest. 
Thus, POLSYS shows that there is but one physical 
solution. 
In the execution of this program some interesting 
strategies were used. First, the scaling option (chosen 
with IFLGl=Ol) is used in an attempt to reduce running 
time. It was found that invoking projective 
16 
transformation increased time and cost for this example. 
Second, SSPAR(5) is set to 1 to fix the maximum step 
size. The SSPAR parameter contains eight terms that may 
be used to determine the optimum step size. More 
information on both of these topics is found under 
POLSYS in the HOMPACK Manual. 
The third strategy used to execute the program is 
outlined in the code in the section on IFLG2 inputs. To 
overcome computer time constraints paths were solved in 
groups or individually instead of all twelve at the same 
time. Paths 1 - 4 and 9 - 12 were solved as groups of 
four. However, Paths 5, 6, 7 and 8 required more 
execution time and were therefore solved individually. 
After all the paths had been solved, the entire solution 
was pieced together. This method becomes more 
attractive when considering that POLSYS works without 
initial guesses supplied by the user. 
17 
C • .. 
C . .. 
C • •• 
C ••• 
Program 2. 
PROGRAM RXN(P2DAT,P20UT,TAPE5=P2DAT,TAPE6=P20UT) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
DIMENSION NUMT(4), COEF(4,22), KDEG(4,5,22) 
DIMENSION IFLG2(12) 
DIMENSION LAMBDA(l2), ROOTS(2,5,12), ARCLEN(l2) 
DIMENSION NFE(l2), WK(l548), IWK(328), SSPAR(8) 
INTEGER TTOTDG,MMAXT,TOTDG 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARCLEN,COEF,EPSBIG,EPSSML,LAMBDA, 
+ ROOTS,SSPAR,WK 
OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='P2DAT') 
OPEN(UNIT=6,FILE='P20UT') 
C ••• 
C ... READ IN DATA FROM FILE NAMED 'P2DAT' 
C ••• C ... *SEE THE HOMPACK MANUAL FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
C ... POLSYS AND DEFINITION OF ALL VARIABLES* 
C ••• 
READ(5,20)N 
READ(5,20)NUMRR 
READ(5,20)TOTDG 
READ(5,20)TTOTDG 
READ(5,20)NN 
READ(5,20)MMAXT 
READ(5,20)LENWK 
READ(5,20)LENIWK 
20 FORMAT ( 15) 
40 FORMAT(D22.15) 
READ(5,40)EPSBIG 
READ(5,40)EPSSML 
READ(5,20)IFLG1 
READ(5,40) (SSPAR(J),J=l,8) 
C ••• 
C • •• C ... THE IFLG2 PARAMETER IS USED TO SPECIFY WHICH 
C ... PATH(S) WILL BE SOLVED FOR. FOR A POLYNOMIAL 
C ... SYSTEM THE NUMBER OF PATHS (SETS OF SOLUTIONS) IS 
C ... EQUAL TO THE TOTAL DEGREE OF THE SYSTEM. IF 
C ... IFGL2(M) IS SET TO -2 THEN PATH M WILL BE SOLVED, 
C ... HOWEVER, FOR ANY OTHER VALUE OF IFGL2(J) THAT PATH 
C •.• WILL NOT BE SOLVED FOR. THIS IS PARTICULARLY 
C .•. USEFUL IN REDUCING RUNNING TIME. IN THIS INSTANCE 
C ••• PATH 5 IS THE ONLY SOLUTION BEING GENERATED. FOR 
C •.• ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE PROBLEM 2 AND THE 
C. • . HOMPACK MANUAL. 
C •• • 
C • •• 
DO 100 J=l,4 
18 
IFLG2(J)=-4 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 46 J=5,5 
IFLG2(J)=-2 
46 CONTINUE 
DO 47 J=6,TTOTDG 
IFLG2(J)=-4 
47 CONTINUE 
C ••• 
C ... BEGIN WRITING DATA TO THE OUTPUT FILE 
C ••• 
WRITE(6,120)EPSBIG,EPSSML,N 
120 FORMAT(/,'EPSBIG=' ,D22.15, 
+ //,'EPSSML=',D22.15, 
+ //,'NUMBER OF EQUATIONS=' ,15) 
WRITE(6,25) 
25 FORMAT(//) 
DO 200 J=l,N 
READ(5,20)NUMT(J) 
WRITE(6,2ll)J,NUMT(J) 
WRITE(6,25) 
211 FORMAT('NUMT(',12,')=' ,I5) 
NT=NUMT(J) 
DO 205 K=l,NT 
00 210 L=l,N 
READ(5,20)KDEG(J,L,K) 
WRITE(6,270)J,L,K,KDEG(J,L,K) 
270 FORMAT('KDEG(' ,12, ', ',I2, ', ',12, ')=' ,15) 
210 CONTINUE 
READ(5,40)COEF(J,K) 
WRITE(6,280)J,K,COEF(J,K) 
WRITE(6,25) 
280 FORMAT('COEF(' ,12, ', ',I2, ')=' ,D22.15) 
205 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 
C ••• 
C ... CALL TO THE POLSYS DRIVER 
C ••• CALL POLSYS(N,NUMT,COEF,KDEG,IFLG1,IFLG2, 
+ EPSBIG,EPSSML,SSPAR, 
+ NUMRR,NN,MMAXT,TTOTDG,LENWK,LENIWK, 
+ LAMBDA,ROOTS,ARCLEN,NFE,WK,IWK) 
C ••• C ... WRITE THE OUTPUT TO A FILE NAMED 'P20UT' 
C ••• 
WRITE(6,300)IFLG1 
300 FORMAT(/,'IFLG1=',I5,/) 
ITOTIT=O 
WRITE(6,34)TOTDG 
34 FORMAT('TOTDG =',I2) 
C ••• C •.. WRITE THE SOLUTION FOR THE PATH(S) THAT WERE 
C... SOLVED 
C ••• 
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,· 
· .. 
DO 400 M=5,5 
ITOTIT=ITOTIT + NFE(M) 
WRITE(6,310)M 
310 FORMAT(/'FINAL VALUES FOR PATH' ,I5) 
WRITE(6,25) 
WRITE(6,330)ARCLEN(M) 
330 FORMAT('ARCLEN =',D22.15) 
WRITE(6,340)NFE(M) 
340 FORMAT('NFE =',I8) 
WRITE(6,350)IFLG2{M) 
WRITE(6,25) 
350 FORMAT{'IFLG2 =',I5) 
C ••• C ... DETERMINE IF THE SOLUTION IS REAL OR COMPLEX 
C ••• 
ITEST=O 
DO 410 J=l,N 
IF(DABS{ROOTS(2,J,M)) .GE.1.D-4)ITEST =l 
410 CONTINUE 
IF (ITEST.EQ.l)THEN 
WRITE(6,800) 
800 FORMAT('COMPLEX SOLUTION') 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,810) 
810 FORMAT('REAL SOLUTION') 
ENDIF 
C ••• C ... DETERMINE IF THE SOLUTION IS FINITE OR INFINITE 
C ... IF ROOTS(*,N+l,M) IS SMALL THEN THE SOLUTION 
C ... SHOULD BE REGARDED AS BEING NEAR INFINITY 
C ... A SOLUTION AT INFINITY IS A NONZERO SOLUTION TO 
C ... THE HOMOGENEOUS PART OF AN EQUATION.[3] 
C ••• 
NPl=N+l 
IF(DABS(ROOTS(l,NP1,M))+DABS(ROOTS(2,NP1,M)) .LT.1. 
+ D-6)THEN 
WRITE(6,830) 
830 FORMAT('INFINITE SOLUTION') 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,840) 
840 FORMAT('FINITE SOLUTION') 
ENDIF 
C ••• 
C ... WRITE THE VALUES OF THE ROOTS 
C ••• WRITE(6,900)LAMBDA(M),(ROOTS(l,J,M),ROOTS(2,J,M), 
+ J =1,N) 900 FORMAT('LAMBDA =',D22.15,/,10('X =',2D22.15,/)) 
C ••• C ••. XNPl IS THE PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION 
C ..• COORDINATE. XNPl IS EQUAL TO ONE IF THE 
C •.• PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION OPTION IS NOT 
C. • . SPECIFIED. [ 3] 
WRITE(6,910)ROOTS(l,NP1,M),ROOTS(2,NP1,M) 
20 
910 FORMAT(/,'XNPl = ',2022.15,/) 
400 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,920)ITOTIT 
920 FORMAT('TOTAL NFE OVER ALL PATHS=' ,110) 
CL0SE(UNIT=5) 
CL0SE(UNIT=6) 
STOP 
END 
21 
,\ 
OUTPUT FILE P20UT 
For a complete description of all variables in the 
POL.SYS subroutine, see the section on POL.SYS in the 
HOMPACK Manual beginning on page 38. NUMT represents 
the number of terms in an equation, KOEG(J,L,K) is the 
degree of the Lth unknown in the Kth term of the Jth 
equation, and COEF(J,K) is the coefficient of the Kth 
term in the Jth equation. It is in this format that the 
.user must supply the equations to be solved. 
EPSBIG= .1000000000000000-02 
EPSSML= .1000000000000000-ll 
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS= 3 
NUMT( l)= 4 
KDEG( 1, 1, l)= 1 
KDEG( 1, 2, l)= 0 
KDEG( 1, 3, l)= 0 
COEF( 1, l)= .1000000000000000+01 
KDEG( 1, 1, 2)= 0 
KDEG( 1, 2, 2)= 1 
KDEG( 1, 3, 2)= 0 
COEF( 1, 2)= .3000000000000000+01 
KDEG( 1, 1, 3)= 0 
KDEG( 1, 2, 3) = 0 
KDEG( 1, 3' 3) = 1 
COEF( 1, 3) = .4000000000000000+01 
KDEG( 1, 1, 4) = 0 
KDEG( 1, 2, 4)= 0 
KDEG( 1, ) I 4)= 0 
COEF( 1, 4)= -.2000000000000000+01 
NUMT( 2)= 21 
KDEG{ 2, 1, 1)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 2, 1)= 0 
KDEG{ 2, 3, 1)= 1 
COEF { 2, 1) = • 22441560300'0000D+Ol 
22 
KDEG( 2, 1, 2) C: 0 
KDEG( 2, 2 , 2)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 3, 2) C: 1 
COEF( 2 , 2)= .224415603000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1, 3)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 2, 3) C: 0 
KDEG( 2, 3, 3) = 2 
COEF( 2, 3) = .224415603000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2 , 1, 4)= 3 
KDEG( 2, 2, 4)= 0 
KDEG( 2 , 3, 4)= 1 
COEF( 2, 4)= .748052010000000D+OO 
KDEG( 2, 1, 5)= 0 
.KDEG ( 2 , 2 , 5)= 3 
KDEG( 2' 3, 5)= 1 
COEF( 2 , 5)= .748052010000000D+00 
KOEG( 2 , 1, 6)= 0 
KOEG( 2' 2, 6)= 0 
KOEG( 2, 3, 6)= 4 
COEF( 2 , 6)= .7480520100000000+00 
KOEG( 2 , 1, 7)= 2 
KOEG( 2, 2' 7)= 1 
KOEG( 2' 3, 7)= 1 
COEF( 2, 7)= .2244156030000000+01 
KOEG( 2' 1, 8)= 1 
KOEG( 2 , 2 , 8)= 2 
KOEG( 2, 3, 8)= 1 
COEF( 2 , 8)= .2244156030000000+01 
KOEG( 2, 1, 9)= 2 
KOEG( 2' 2, 9)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 3, 9)= 2 
COEF( 2, 9)= .2244156030000000+01 
KOEG( 2, 1,10)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 2,10)= 2 
KDEG( 2, 3,10)= 2 
COEF( 2,10)= .2244156030000000+01 
KDEG( 2, 1,11)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 2,11)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 3,11)= 3 
COEF( 2,11)= .224415603000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1,12)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 2,12)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 3,12)= 3 
23 
COEF( 2,12)= .224415603000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1,13)= 2 
KDEG( 2, 2,13)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 3,13)= 1 
COEF( 2,13)= .224415603000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1,14)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 2,14)= 2 
KDEG( 2, 3,14)= 1 
COEF( 2,14)= .224415603000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1,15)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 2,15)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 3,15)= 3 
COEF( 2,15)= .224415603000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1,16)= 1 
,KDEG( 2, 2,16)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 3,16)= 2 
COEF( 2,16)= .448831206000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1,17)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 2,17)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 3,17)= 1 
COEF( 2,17)= .448831206000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1,18)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 2,18)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 3,18)= 2 
COEF( 2,18)= .448831206000000D+Ol 
KDEG( 2, 1,19)= 1 
KDEG( 2, 2,19)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 3,19)= 2 
COEF( 2,19)= .4488312060000000+01 
KDEG( 2, 1,20)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 2,20)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 3,20)= 1 
COEF( 2,20)= .748052010000000D+OO 
KDEG( 2, 1,21)= 4 
KDEG( 2, 2,21)= 0 
KDEG( 2, 3,21)= 0 
COEF( 2,21)= -.lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+Ol 
NUMT( 3) = 11 
KDEG( 3' 1, 1)= 2 
KDEG( 3' 2, 1)= 1 
KDEG( 3, 3, 1)= 0 
COEF( 3' 1)= .299418309000000D+OO 
24 
KDEG( 3, 1, 2)= 0 
KDEG( 3, 2, 2)= 3 
KDEG( 3, 3, 2)= 0 
COEF( 3, 2)= .299418309000000D+OO 
KDEG( 3, 1, 3) = 0 
KDEG( 3, 2, 3) = 1 
KDEG( 3, 3, 3)= 2 
COEF( 3, 3) = .299418309000000D+OO 
KDEG( 3, 1, 4)= 1 
KDEG( 3, 2, 4)= 2 
KDEG( 3, 3 , 4)= 0 
COEF( 3, 4)= .598836618000000D+OO 
KDEG( 3, 1, 5)= 0 
KDEG( 3, 2, 5)= 2 
.KDEG ( 3, 3, 5)= 1 
COEF( 3 , 5)= .598836618000000D+00 
KDEG( 3, 1, 6)= 1 
KDEG( 3, 2, 6)= 1 
KDEG( 3, 3, 6)= 1 
COEF( 3, 6)= .5988366180000000+00 
KDEG( 3 , 1, 7)= 1 
KDEG( 3, 2, 7)= 1 
KDEG( 3, 3 , 7)= 0 
COEF( 3, 7)= .598836618000000D+OO 
KDEG( 3, 1, 8)= 0 
KDEG( 3, 2, 8)= 2 
KDEG( 3 , 3, 8)= 0 
COEF( 3, 8)= .598836618000000D+OO 
KDEG( 3, 1, 9)= 0 
KDEG( 3, 2, 9)= 1 
KDEG( 3, 3, 9)= 1 
COEF( 3, 9)= .598836618000000D+OO 
KDEG( 3, 1,10)= 0 
KDEG( 3, 2,10)= 1 
KDEG( 3, 3,10)= 0 
COEF( 3,10)= .299418309000000D+00 
KDEG( 3, 1,11)= 3 
KDEG( 3, 2,11)= 0 
KDEG( 3, 3,11)= 0 
COEF( 3,11)= -.1000000000000000+01 
;, 
· ... 
.. 
Here is where the actual output begins. The X's 
are r, s, and t respectively. LAMBDA is the homotopy 
parameter, NFE is the number of Jacobian matrix 
evaluations, ARCLEN is the arclength, and IFLGl and 
IFLG2 are an output flags(see the HOMPACK Manual on page 
38 for additional information on all variables). 
IFLGl= 1 
TOTDG =12 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 1 
.ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.10084867683l785D+03 
202 
6 
REAL SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+Ol 
Real Imaginary 
X = -.119708324625153D-03 .3428624466645040-05 (r) 
X = -.5999636967086510+01 -.1045385585920140-04 (s) 
X = .4999757652396040+01 .6983235777739750-05 (t) 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 2 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.1104416321605600+02 
112 
6 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .100000001678192D+Ol 
X = -.123064363978368D+OO .387398288989481D-02 
X = -.549623982494388D+Ol -.1819478579683170-0l 
X = .465294595409874D+Ol .126775926562155D-Ol 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 3 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.145920239387284D+02 
122 
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COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .1ooooooooooooooo+o1 
X = -.5252645743101240-05 -.212970714050919D-03 
X = -.599999055731658D+Ol .645712089320213D-03 
X = .499999423114887D+Ol -.431041388477430D-03 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 4 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.287853943572673D+Ol 
46 
1 
,COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+Ol 
X = -.400989928192988D+OO -.7014750938123540+00 
X = .710696116957148D+OO .4742266559884000+00 
X = .6722539433038610-0l -.1803012185382120+00 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 5 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.164601310828732D+03 
310 
6 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+Ol 
X = -.462659974694879D-05 -.1451747965708920-03 
X = -.5999982606326200+01 .431657884775949D-03 
X = .499998811139459D+Ol -.2874497144392390--03 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 6 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.39l710l09806221D+02 
465 
6 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .999999999995367D+OO 
X = .110466626089212D-Ol .856677144143066D-02 
X = -.6027631565681700+01 -.2910429613743140-0l 
27 
X = .501796200861056D+Ol .196865292427324D-01 
XNPl = .lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+Ol .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 7 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.353096882944903D+02 
445 
6 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .999999999810190D+OO 
X = -.246602081046879D-Ol -.209970536772845D-01 
X = -.593550792818941D+Ol .496562576820907D-Ol 
X = .495779599822837D+Ol -.319929298381990D-Ol 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 8 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.1611056540205410+03 
270 
6 
REAL SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .1000000000000000+01 
X = -.1719185309842990-03 .4926243497829180-05 
X = -.5999477518310780+01 -.1506794010710290-04 
X = .499965111836583D+Ol .1006939420586980-04 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 9 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.9338127664714750+01 
70 
1 
REAL SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .9999999999999200+00 
X = -.288937110308577D+OO .1417025769885420-08 
X = -.460406772745898D+Ol -.863994106619204D-08 
X = .4025285073171410+01 .612570949317721D-08 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
28 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 10 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.160201166526997D+02 
107 
6 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .100000000485009D+Ol 
X = -.944231729244861D-02 -.742839109808795D-Ol 
X = -.593905514615122D+Ol .169901578012163D+OO 
X = .495665193751606D+Ol -.108855205843146D+OO 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 11 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.367961039525146D+Ol 
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REAL SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+Ol 
X = .783326454812548D+OO .248566449804895D-16 
X = .340111543205211D+OO .118305838955096D-16 
X = .490847288929546D-01 .1567854697336550-16 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 12 
ARCLEN = 
NFE = 
IFLG2 = 
.l6344lll9763052D+02 
120 
6 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .100000000072547D+0l 
X = -.532347017908396D-Ol .146738329529791D-02 
X = -.580288945830079D+Ol -.602955111212483D-02 
X = .486547576893499D+Ol .415531748920494D-02 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
TOTAL NFE OVER ALL PATHS= 2308 
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Taylor series Expansion o.! coslxl 
Equations involving trigonometric functions, such 
as cosine, sine and exp, present programming 
difficulties for HOMPACK's polynomial driver POLSYS. 
These functions cannot be used directly in POLSYS, but 
must be transformed into standard polynomial form. This 
is accomplished using a Taylor series expansion of the 
function. Because the original function has been 
.approximated by a polynomial there are multiple 
solutions, deviations from the exact solution and the 
possibility of complex solutions. The number of 
solutions and the size of the error are determined by 
the number of number of terms used in the series 
expansion. The longer the Taylor series expansion, the 
better the overall accuracy. However, with a higher 
order polynomial there are more solutions and the 
computer is required to do more calculations. 
The equation cos(x) = O has two real roots, at 
x = 1.571 and x = -1.571, and is expanded using the 
Taylor series to produce the following polynomial: 
This polynomial is sixth order and therefore there will 
be six solutions. The output (see Program 3) reveals 
six solutions, two real and four complex. The two real 
solutions are x = 1.5699 and x = -1.5699, and they agree 
30 
with the exact solution. The other four solutions 
consist of two pairs of complex conjugates. 
It is in this manner that trigonometric functions 
can be modified so as to allow their use in equations to 
be solved with POLSYS. 
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C ••• 
C ••• 
C ••• 
C ••• 
Program 1 
PROGRAM COSINE(COS,Rl,TAPE5=C0S,TAPE6=Rl) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
DIMENSION NUMT(2), COEF(2,6), KDEG(2,3,6) 
DIMENSION IFLG2(6) 
DIMENSION LAMBDA(6), ROOTS(2,3,6), ARCLEN(6) 
DIMENSION NFE(6), WK(147), IWK(60), SSPAR(S) 
INTEGER TTOTDG,MMAXT,TOTDG 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARCLEN,COEF,EPSBIG,EPSSML,LAMBDA, 
+ ROOTS,SSPAR,WK 
OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='COS') 
OPEN(UNIT=6,FILE='Rl') 
C ••• 
C ... READ IN DATA FROM FILE NAMED 'COS' 
C ••• 
READ(5,20)N 
READ(5,20)NUMRR 
READ(5,20)TOTDG 
READ(5,20)TTOTDG 
READ(5,20)NN 
READ(5,20)MMAXT 
READ(5,20)LENWK 
READ(5,20)LENIWK 
20 FORMAT(I5) 
40 FORMAT(D22.15) 
READ(5,40)EPSBIG 
READ(5,40)EPSSML 
READ(5,20)IFLG1 
READ(5,40) (SSPAR(J),J=l,8) 
DO 100 J=l,TTOTDG 
IFLG2(J)=-2 
100 CONTINUE 
C ••• C ... BEGIN WRITING DATA TO OUTPUT FILE Rl 
C ••• WRITE(6,120)EPSBIG,EPSSML,N 
120 FORMAT(/,'EPSBIG=',D22.15, 
+ //,'EPSSML=',D22.15, 
+ //,'NUMBER OF EQUATIONS=',I5) 
WRITE(6,25) 
25 FORMAT(//) 
DO 200 J=l,N 
READ(5,20)NUMT(J) 
WRITE(6,2ll)J,NUMT(J) 
WRITE(6,25) 
211 FORMAT('NUMT(',I2,')=',I5) 
NT=NUMT(J) 
DO 205 K=l,NT 
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270 
210 
280 
205 
200 
C • •• 
DO 210 L-1,N 
READ(5,20)KDEG(J,L,K) 
WRITE(6,270)J,L,K,KDEG(J,L,K) 
FORMAT ( 'KDEG ( ' I 2 ' ' I 2 ' ' I 2 ' ) =' I 5) I Ill Ill I I 
CONTINUE 
READ(5,40)COEF(J,K) 
WRITE(6,280)J,K,COEF(J,K) 
WRITE(6,25) 
FORMAT ( 'COEF ( ' , I 2 , ' , ' , I 2, ' ) =' , D2 2 . 15) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
C ... CALL TO THE POLSYS DRIVER 
C . •. 
C • .. 
C • •. 
C • .. 
CALL POLSYS(N,NUMT,COEF,KDEG,IFLG1,IFLG2, 
+ EPSBIG,EPSSML,SSPAR, 
+ NUMRR,NN,MMAXT,TTOTDG,LENWK,LENIWK, 
+ LAMBDA,ROOTS,ARCLEN,NFE,WK,IWK) 
WRITE THE OUTPUT TO A FILE NAMED 'Rl' 
WRITE(6,300)IFLG1 
300 FORMAT(/,'IFLGl=' ,I5,/) 
ITOTIT=O 
DO 400 M=l,TOTDG 
ITOTIT=ITOTIT + NFE(M) 
WRITE(6,310)M 
310 FORMAT(/'FINAL VALUES FOR PATH ',15) 
WRITE(6,25) 
WRITE(6,330)ARCLEN(M) 
330 FORMAT('ARCLEN =' ,D22.15) 
WRITE(6,340)NFE(M) 
340 FORMAT('NFE =' ,110) 
WRITE(6,350)IFLG2(M) 
WRITE(6,25) 
350 FORMAT('IFLG2 =' ,I5) 
C • •• C ... DETERMINE IF THE SOLUTION IS REAL OR COMPLEX 
C • •• 
ITEST=O 
DO 410 J=l,N 
IF(DABS(ROOTS(2,J,M)) .GE.l.D-6)ITEST=l 
410 CONTINUE 
IF (ITEST.EQ.l)THEN 
WRITE(6,800) 
800 FORMAT('COMPLEX SOLUTION') 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,810) 
810 FORMAT('REAL SOLUTION') 
ENDIF 
C • •• C ••. DETERMINE IF THE SOLUTION IS FINITE OR INFINITE 
C ... IF ROOTS(*,N+l,M) IS SMALL THEN THE SOLUTION 
C .•• SHOULD BE REGARDED AS BEING NEAR· INFINITY.[3] SEE 
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C ... PROGRAM 2 FOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
C ••• 
NPl•N+l 
IF(DABS(ROOTS(l,NP1,M))+DABS(ROOTS(2,NP1,M)) .LT.l, 
+ D-6)THEN 
WRITE(6,830) 
830 FORMAT('INFINITE SOLUTION') 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,840) 
840 FORMAT('FINITE SOLUTION') 
ENDIF 
C ... WRITE THE SOLUTION OF THE ROOTS 
C ••• WRITE(6,900)LAMBDA(M), (ROOTS(l,J,M),ROOTS(2,J,M), 
+ J =1,N) 
900 FORMAT('LAMBDA =' ,022.15,/,lO('X =' ,2022.15,/)) 
C ••• 
C ... XNPl IS THE PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION 
C ... COORDINATE. IT IS EQUAL TO ONE IF P.T. IS 
C ... NOT SPECIFIED. (3) 
C ••• WRITE(6,910)ROOTS(l,NP1,M) ,ROOTS(2,NP1,M) 
910 FORMAT(/,'XNPl = ',2022.15,/) 
400 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,920)ITOTIT 
920 FORMAT('TOTAL NFE OVCR ALL PATHS=' ,IlO) 
CLOSE(UNIT=5) 
CLOSE (UNIT=6) 
STOP 
END 
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OUTPUT FILE Rl 
EPSBIG= .lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD-05 
EPSSML= .lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD-13 
The equation being solved here is: 
1 -x2;2 + x4/24 -xG/720 = o 
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS= 1 
NUMT( 1)= 4 
0 KDEG( 1, 1, 1)= 
COEF( 1, 1)= .1000000000000000+01 
2 (for the x2 term) KDEG( 1, 1, 2)= 
COEF( 1, 2)= -.5000000000000000+00 
4 (for the x4 term) KDEG( 1, 1, 3) = 
COEF( 1, 3)= .416666666666670D-01 
KOEG( 1, 1, 4)= 6 (for the x
6 term) 
COEF( 1, 4)= -.138888888888890D-02 
IFLGl= 1 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 1 
ARCLEN = .122571898092835D+Ol 
NFE = 34 
IFLG2 = 1 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .1000000000000000+01 
X = .3928084044970410+01 -.1289242573873760+01 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 2 
ARCLEN = .1624020661460650+01 
NFE = 42 
IFLG2 = 1 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .100000000000000D+01 
X = .392808404497041D+Ol .128924257387376D+01 
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XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 3 
ARCLEN = .1798249945134470+01 
NFE = 37 
IFLG2 = 1 
REAL SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .1000000000000010+01 
X = -.1569905825161190+01 -.2527286589657230-16 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 4 
ARCLEN = .1225718980928350+01 
NFE = 34 
IFLG2 = 1 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .1000000000000000+01 
X = -.3928084044970410+01 .1289242573873760+01 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 5 
ARCLEN = .1624020661460650+01 
NFE = 42 
IFLG2 = 1 
COMPLEX SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .1000000000000000+01 
X = -.3928084044970410+01 -.1289242573873760+01 
XNPl = .1000000000000000+01 .0000000000000000+00 
FINAL VALUES FOR PATH 6 
ARCLEN = .1798249945134570+01 
NFE = 37 
IFLG2 = 1 
REAL SOLUTION 
FINITE SOLUTION 
LAMBDA= .100000000000001D+Ol 
X = .156990582516119D+Ol .252728658948801D-16 
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. 
XNPl = .lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+Ol .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
TOTAL NFE OVER ALL PATHS= 226 
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HOMPACK - AN INTRODUCTION 
* Used to solve systems of nonlinear ODEs 
- the fixed point problem 
- the zero finding problem 
- general homotopy curve tracking 
* Designed for "artificial parameter generic 
homotopies", also known as "probability one globally 
convergent homotopies". This is in contrast to 
"natural parameter homotopies". 
* Three algorithms 
ODE Based 
Normal Flow 
- Augmented Jacobian Matrix 
* Naming convention 
F - dense Jacobian Matrix system 
S - sparse Jacobian Matrix system 
D - ODE Based Algorithm 
N - Normal Flow Algorithm Q - Augmented Jacobian Matrix Algorithm 
* Cost and Speed 
FIXPN? - faster if Jacobian Matrix evaluations 
are cheap 
FIXPQ? - faster if Jacobian Matrix evaluations 
FIXPD? 
are expensive 
generally, the most reliable of the 
three, but it is also the most costly to 
run 
* User written subroutines - the user must supply 
two subroutines, depending on the driver chosen (for 
the polynomial driver, POLSYS, the subroutines RHO and 
RHOJAC are already supplied by HOMPACK, and need not 
be specified by the user) 
F 
FJAC 
FJACS 
* Programming notes 
RHO 
RHOA 
RHOJAC 
RHOJS 
1. All real variables are to be in double precision 
2. All functions (EXP,COS,etc) are to be double 
precisioned 
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3. The choice for the starting point for the zero 
curve for the fixed point and zero finding 
problems (initial guesses for each variable) should 
be random to guarantee the resulting homotopy 
curves will be smooth. Accuracy in choosin9 these 
initial guesses will result in HOMPACK working more 
effectively. 
4. For the three full (dense) Jacobian Matrix 
subroutines, FIXP?F, the user must suppl~ the 
Jacobian Matrix as a function of the variable K. 
The subroutine containing the Jacobian Matrix will 
be called N times (N being the number of columns) 
and K will be incremented each time. This 
situation poses difficulties in programming which 
can be solved by using N "IF BLOCKS". For example, 
IF(K.EQ.l)THEN 
SET VALUES HERE FOR THE FIRST COLUMN 
ELSE IF(K.EQ.2)THEN 
SET VALUES HERE FOR THE SECOND COLUMN 
ELSE IF(K.EQ.N)THEN 
SET VALUES HERE FOR THE Nth COLUMN 
END IF 
5. For the three symmetric (sparse) Jacobian Matrix 
subroutines, FIXP?S, the user must supply the 
matrix in the packed skyline storage method, "· .. in 
which the upper triangle is stored in a one-
dimensional array ... The auxiliary arra~ ... of 
dia9onals is also required. By convention the 
auxiliary integer array has length N+l with the (N+l)st element containing the length of the packed 
real array plus one."(HOMPACK p.8) The diagonal 
elements are stored in PIVOT, and the matrix 
elements in QR. To label the elements, first fill 
the matrix and then number them according to the 
following diagram. (Note: * represents the array elements) 
+---- ----+ 
*l *3 
* *2 *5 *11 *16 
* *4 *7 *10 *15 
* *6 *9 *14 
* * * *8 *13 
* * * * *12 
+---- ----+ 
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SUBROUTINE FIXPDF 
* Subroutine FIXPDF finds a fixed point or zero of the 
N-Dimensional vector function F(X), or tracks a zero 
curve of a general homotopy map RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
* For the fixed point and zero findings problems, the 
user must supply a subroutine F(X,V) which evaluates 
F(X) at X and returns the vector F(X) in V, and a 
subroutine FJAC(X,V,K) which returns in V the Kth 
column of the Jacobian Matrix of F(X) evaluated at X. 
* For the curve tracking problem, the user must supply a 
subroutine RHOA(V,LAMBDA,X,PAR,IPAR) which, given 
(LAMBDA,X), returns a parameter vector A in V, such 
that RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) = o. The user must also supply a 
subroutine RHOJAC(A,LAMBDA,X,V,K,PAR,IPAR) which 
returns in V the Kth column of the N x N+l Jacobian 
Matrix [D RHO/D LAMBDA,D RHO/DX] evaluated at {A,LAMBDA,X). 
* WARNING: THIS SUBROUTINE IS GENERALLY MORE ROBUST THAT 
FIXPNF AND FIXPQF, BUT MAY BE SLOWER THAN THOSE 
SUBROUTINES BY A FACTOR OF TWO 
* Necessary subroutines from HOMPACK 
FIXPDF 
STEPS 
SINTRP 
ROOT 
FODE 
DNRM2 
* Call statement 
F (or RHOA) 
FJAC (or RHOJAC) 
DCPOSE 
DlMCDC (instead of DlMACH) 
DDOT 
SUBROUTINE FIXPDF(N,Y,IFLAG,ARCTOL,EPS,TRACE,A, 
NDIMA,NFE,ARCLEN,YP,YPOLD,QR,ALPHA,TZ,P, 
IVOT, WT,PHI,P,PAR,IPAR) 
* On input 
N dimension of X,F(X),RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
Y(N+l) array of dimension (N+l) (Y(2), ..• Y(N+l))= A is the starting point for 
the zero curve for the 
fixed point and zero 
finding problems 
= XO for the curve tracking 
problem 
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!FLAG 
-2 
-1 
0 
2 
3 
RHO(A,LAMBDA,X)=O 
F(X)=O 
X=F (X) 
set by FIXPDF in 
certain situations 
curve tracking 
zero finding 
fixed point 
EPS local error allowed the ODE solver when very 
near the fixed point(zero). EPS is 
approximately the mixed Absolute and Relative 
error in the computed fixed point(zero) 
ARCTOL local error allowed the ODE solver when 
following the zero curve. normally, ARCTOL 
should be 9reater than EPS. if ARCTOL .LE. O 
on input, 1t is reset to 0.5*DSQRT(EPS) 
TRACE integer specifying the logical I/0 unit for 
the intermediate output. if TRACE .GT. o, the 
points computed on the zero curve are written 
to I/0 Unit TRACE 
A(NDIMA) contains the parameter vector A. for the 
fixed point and zero finding problems, A need 
not be initialized by the user, and is assumed 
to have length N. for the curve tracking 
~roblem, A has length NDIMA, and must be 
initialized by the user 
NDIMA the dimension of vector A, and is used only 
for the curve tracking problem 
YP(N+l) a work array containing the current 
tangent vector to the zero curve 
YPOLD(N+l) a work array containing the previous 
tangent vector to the zero curve 
PAR(*) array used to pass parameters in the user 
written subroutines 
!PAR(*) integer array used to pass parameters in 
the user written subroutines 
QR(N ,N+l) 
ALPHA(N) 
TZ(N+l) 
PIVOT(N+l) 
WT(N+l) 
PHI(N+l,16) 
P(N+l) 
work arrays used 
by FODE to calculate 
the tangent 
vector YP 
work arrays 
used by the ODE 
subroutine STEPS 
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* Double precision variables 
YPOLD 
PHI 
QR 
ARCTOL 
ARCLEN 
ALPHA 
PAR 
TZ 
EPS 
y 
yp 
A 
p 
WT 
* Integer variables 
IPAR PIVOT NFE 
IFLAG 
TRACE 
* On output 
N unchanged 
TRACE unchanged 
Y(l} = LAMBDA 
Y(2}, ... Y(N+l} = X, and Y is an approximate zero of 
the Homotopy map. normally LAMBDA= 1, and X 
is a fixed point(zero) of F(X) 
IFLAG 
-2 causes FIXPDF to initialize everything 
for the problem RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) = 0 
-1 causes FIXPDF to initialize everything 
for the problem F(X) = o 
O causes FIXPDF to initialize everything 
for the problem X = F(X} 
1 normal return 
2 cannot meet specific error tolerance; EPS 
has been increased to a suitable value. 
to continue call FIXPDF 
3 STEPS has been called 1000 times; re-call 
FIXPDF to continue 
4 the Jacobian Matrix does not have full 
rank, the algorithm has failed 
5 EPS (or ARCTOL) is too large; rerun the 
program with a smaller EPS (or ARCTOL) 
6 I-DF(X) is nearly singular at the fixed 
point, the answer may not be accurate 
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7 illegal input parameters; A FATAL ERROR 
ARCTOL = EPS after a normal return 
EPS unchanged after a normal return; it is 
increased to an approximate value if !FLAG= 2 
A modified (in most cases) 
NFE number of functional evaluations (Jacobian) 
ARCLEN length of the path followed 
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SUBROUTINE FIXPDS 
• Subroutine FIXPDS finds a fixed point or zero of the 
N-Dimensional vector function F(X), or tracks a zero 
curve of a general homotopy map RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
• For the fixed point and zero findings problems, the 
user must supply a subroutine F(X,V) which evaluates 
F(X) at X and returns the vector F(X) in V, and a 
subroutine FJACS(X,QR,LENQR,PIVOT) which evaluates the 
(symmetric) Jacobian Matrix of F(X) at X, and returns 
the (symmetric) Jacobian Matrix in the packed skyline 
storage format in QR. LENQR and PIVOT describe the 
data structure in QR. 
• For the curve tracking problem, the user must supply a 
subroutine RHOA(V,LAMBDA,X,PAR,IPAR) which, given 
(X,LAMBDA), returns a parameter vector A in V, such 
that RHO(A,X,LAMBDA) = o. The user must also supply a 
subroutine 
RHOJS(A,LAMBDA,X,QR,LENQR,PIVOT,PP,PAR,IPAR) which 
returns in QR the symmetric N x N Jacobian Matrix [D 
RHO/DX] evaluated at (A,X,LAMBDA) and stored in the 
packed skyline format, and returns in PP the vector 
-(D RHO/D LAMBDA) evaluated at (A,X,LAMBDA). LENQR and 
PIVOT describe the data structure in QR. 
**NOTE THE MINUS SIGN IN THE DEFINITION OF PP** 
• WARNING: THIS SUBROUTINE IS GENERALLY MORE ROBUST THAT 
FIXPNF AND FIXPQF, BUT MAY BE SLOWER THAN THOSE 
SUBROUTINES BY A FACTOR OF TWO 
* Necessary subroutines from HOMPACK 
FIXPDS 
STEPDS 
SINTRP 
ROOT 
GMFADS 
DNRM2 
MFACDS 
MULTDS 
QIMUDS 
DCOPY 
* Call statement 
F (or RHOA) 
FJACS (or RHOJS) 
DDOT 
DlMCDC (instead of DlMACH) 
DSCAL 
IDAMAX 
DAXPY 
PCGDS 
SOLVDS 
FODEDS 
SUBROUTINE FIXPDS(N,Y,IFLAG,ARCTOL,EPS,TRACE,A, 
NDIMA,NFE,ARCLEN,YP,YPOLD,QR,LENQR,PIVOT, 
PP,WORK,WT,PHI,P,PAR,IPAR) 
* On input 
N dimension of X,F(X),RHO(A,X,LAMBDA) 
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Y(N+l) array of dimension (N+l) (Y(l), ... Y(N))= A is the starting point for 
the zero curve for the 
fixed point and zero 
finding problems 
!FLAG 
-2 
-1 
0 
2 
3 
= XO for the curve tracking 
problem 
RHO(A,LAMBDA,X)=O 
F(X)=O 
X=F(X) 
set by FIXPDS in 
certain situations 
curve tracking 
zero finding 
fixed point 
EPS local error allowed the ODE solver when very 
near the fixed point(zero). EPS is 
approximately the mixed Absolute and Relative 
error in the computed fixed point(zero) 
ARCTOL local error allowed the ODE solver when 
following the zero curve. normally, ARCTOL 
should be 9reater than EPS. if ARCTOL .LE. o 
on input, 1t is reset to 0.5*DSQRT(EPS) 
TRACE integer s~ecifying the logical I/0 unit for 
the intermediate output. if TRACE .GT. o, the 
points computed on the zero curve are written 
to I/0 Unit TRACE 
A(NDIMA) contains the parameter vector A. for the 
fixed point and zero finding problems, A need 
not be initialized by the user, and is assumed 
to have length N. for the curve tracking 
problem, A has length NDIMA, and must be 
initialized by the user 
NDIMA the dimension of vector A, and is used only 
for the curve tracking problem 
YP(N+l) a work array containing the current 
tangent vector to the zero curve 
YPOLD(N+l) a work array containing the previous 
tangent vector to the zero curve 
PAR(*) array used to pass parameters in the user 
written subroutines 
!PAR(*) integer array used to pass parameters in 
the user written subroutines 
QR(LENQR) a work array containing the (symmetric) 
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Jacobian Matrix with respect to X, in the 
packed skyline storage format 
LENQR dimension of QR 
PP(N) 
PIVOT(N+2) 
WORK(6*(N+l)+LENQR) 
work arrays used by FODEDS to 
calculate the tangent 
WT (N+l) 
PHI(N+l,16) 
P(N+l) 
vector YP 
work arrays 
used by the ODE 
subroutine STEPDS 
* Double precision variables 
YPOLD 
PHI 
QR 
ARCTOL 
ARCLEN 
* Integer variables 
IPAR 
TRACE 
* on output 
N unchanged 
WORK 
PAR 
pp 
EPS 
PHI 
PIVOT 
NFE 
TRACE unchanged 
yp 
A 
p 
WT 
y 
IFLAG 
(Y(l) , ... Y(N)) = X, Y(N+l) = LAMBDA, and Y 1s an 
approximate zero of the Homotopy map. 
normally LAMBDA= 1, and Xis a fixed 
point(zero) of F(X) 
IFLAG 
-2 causes FIXPDS to initialize everything 
for the problem RHO(A,X,LAMBDA) = 0 
-1 causes FIXPDS to initialize everything 
for the problem F(X) = o 
o causes FIXPDS to initialize everything 
for the problem X = F(X) 
1 normal return 
2 cannot meet specific error tolerance; EPS 
has been increased to a suitable value. 
to continue call FIXPDS 
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3 STEPDS has been called 1000 times; re-
call FIXPDS to continue 
4 the Jacobian Matrix does not have full 
rank and/or the conjugate gradient 
iteration for kernel of the Jacobian 
Matrix failed to converge. the algorithm 
has failed 
5 EPS (or ARCTOL) is too large; rerun the 
program with a smaller EPS (or ARCTOL) 
6 I-DF(X) is nearly singular at the fixed 
point, the answer may not be accurate 
7 illegal input parameters; A FATAL ERROR 
ARCTOL = EPS after a normal return 
EPS unchanged after a normal return; it is 
increased to an approximate value if IFLAG = 2 
A modified (in most cases) 
NFE number of functional evaluations (Jacobian) 
ARCLEN length of the path followed 
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SUBROUTINE FIXPNF 
* Subroutine FIXPNF finds a fixed point or zero of the 
N-Dimensional vector function F(X), or tracks a zero 
curve of a general homotopy map RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
* For the fixed point and zero findings problems, the 
user must supply a subroutine F(X,V) which evaluates 
F(X) at X and returns the vector F(X) in V, and a 
subroutine FJAC(X,V,K) which returns in V the Kth 
column of the Jacobian Matrix of F(X) evaluated at X. 
* For the curve tracking problem, the user must supply a 
subroutine RHO(A,LAMBDA,X,V,PAR,IPAR) which, evaluates 
the Homotopy map RHO at (A,LAMBDA,X) and returns the 
vector RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) in v. The user must also 
supply a subroutine RHOJAC(A,LAMBDA,X,V,K,PAR,IPAR) 
which returns in V the Kth column of the N x N+l 
Jacobian Matrix [D RHO/D LAMBDA,D RHO/DX] evaluated at (A,LAMBDA,X). 
* Necessary subroutines from HOMPACK 
FIXPNF 
STEPNF 
TANGNF 
ROOTNF 
ROOT 
F (or RHO) 
FJAC (or RHOJAC) 
DOOT 
D1MCDC (instead of DlMACH) 
DNRM2 
* Call statement 
SUBROUTINE FIXPNF(N,Y,IFLAG,ARCRE,ARCAE,ANSRE, 
ANSAE, TRACE,A,NFE,ARCLEN,YP,YOLD,YPOLD,QR, 
ALPHA,TZ,PIVOT,W,WP,ZO,Zl,SSPAR, PAR,IPAR) 
* On input 
N dimension of X,F(X),RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
Y(N+l) array of dimension (N+l) (Y(2), ... Y(N+l))= A is the starting point for 
the zero curve for the 
fixed point and zero 
finding problems 
!FLAG 
-2 
-1 
0 
2 
3 
= XO for the curve tracking 
problem 
RHO(A,LAMBDA,X)=O 
F(X)=O 
X=F(X) 
set by FIXPNF in 
certain situations 
curve tracking 
zero finding 
fixed point 
ARCRE,ARCAE relative and absolute errors, 
respectively, allowed the normal flow 
iteration along the zero curve. if ARC?E .LE. 
O on input, it is reset to 0.5*DSQRT(ANS?E). 
normally ARC?E >> ANS?E 
ANSRE,ANSAE relative and absolute error values 
used for the answer LAMBDA= 1. the accepted 
answer Y = (LAMBDA,X) satisfies 
\Y(l} - 1\ .LE. ANSRE + ANSAE .AND. 
\\Z\\ .LE. ANSRE*\\X\\ + ANSAE where (.,Z) is the Newton step to Y 
TRACE integer s~ecifying the logical I/0 unit for 
the intermediate output. if TRACE .GT. o, the 
points computed on the zero curve are written 
to I/0 Unit TRACE 
A(*} contains the parameter vector A. for the fixed 
~oint and zero finding problems, A need not be 
initialized by the user, and is assumed to 
have length N. for the curve tracking problem 
A must be initialized by the user 
YP(N+l} a work array containing the tan9ent vector 
to the zero curve at the current point Y 
YOLD(N+l) a work array containing the previous 
point found on the zero curve 
YPOLD(N+l) a work array containing the tangent 
vector to the zero curve at YOLO 
SSPAR(l:8)=(LIDEAL,RIDEAL,DIDEAL,HMIN,HMAX,BMIN, 
BMAX,P) is a vector of parameters used for 
the optimal step size estimation. if SSPAR(J) 
.LE. O on input, it is reset to a default 
value by FIXPNF 
PAR(*) array used to pass parameters in the user 
written subroutines 
!PAR(*) integer array used to pass parameters in 
the user written subroutines 
QR(N,N+2) 
ALPHA(N) 
TZ (N+l) 
PIVOT(N+l) 
W(N+l) 
WP(N+l) 
ZO (N+l) 
Zl (N+l) 
work arrays used 
by STEPNF to calculate 
the tangent vectors 
and Newton steps 
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* Double precision variables 
YPOLD 
YOLO 
QR 
y 
ARCLEN 
ANSRE 
ARCAE 
* Integer variables 
IPAR 
TRACE 
* On output 
N unchanged 
A unchanged 
TRACE unchanged 
ALPHA 
PAR 
TZ 
w 
SSPAR 
ANSAE 
WP 
PIVOT 
NFE 
yp 
A 
p 
zo 
Zl 
ARCRE 
IFLAG 
ARC?E,ANS?E are unchanged after a normal return (!FLAG= 1). they are increased to 
appropriate values on the return 
IFLAG = 2 
Y(l) = LAMBDA 
Y(2), ... Y(N+l) = X, and Y is an approximate zero of 
the Homotopy map. normally LAMBDA= 1, 
and Xis a fixed point(zero) of F(X) 
IFLAG 
-2 causes FIXPNF to initialize everything 
for the problem RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) = 0 
-1 causes FIXPNF to initialize everything 
for the problem F(X) = o 
O causes FIXPNF to initialize everything 
for the problem X = F(X) 
1 normal return 
2 specified error tolerance cannot be met. 
some or all of ARCRE,ARCAE,ANSRE,ANSAE 
have been increased to suitable values. 
to continue, l'ust call FIXPNF again 
without chang ng any parameters 
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3 STEPNF has been called 1000 times. to 
continue, call FIXPNF again without 
changing any parameters 
4 the Jacobian Matrix does not have full 
rank, the algorithm has failed 
5 the tracking algorithm has lost the zero 
curve of the Homotopy map and is not 
making progress. the error tolerances 
ARC?E and ANS?E were too lenient. the 
problem should be restarted by calling 
FIXPNF with smaller error tolerances and 
IFLAG = 0 (-1,-2) 
6 the normal flow Newton iteration in 
STEPNF or ROOTNF failed to converge. the 
error tolerances ANS?E may be too 
stringent 
7 illegal input parameters; A FATAL ERROR 
NFE number of functional evaluations (Jacobian) 
ARCLEN length of the path followed 
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SUBROUTINE FIXPNS 
* Subroutine FIXPNS finds a fixed point or zero of the 
N-Dimensional vector function F(X), or tracks a zero 
curve of a general homotopy map RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
* For the fixed point and zero findings problems, the 
user must supply a subroutine F(X,V) which evaluates 
F(X) at X and returns the vector F(X) in V, and a 
subroutine FJACS(X,QR,LENQR,PIVOT) which evaluates the 
(symmetric) Jacobian Matrix of FlX) at X, and returns 
the (symmetric) Jacobian Matrix n the packed skyline 
storage format in QR. LENQR and PIVOT describe the 
data structure in QR. 
* For the curve tracking problem, the user must supply a 
subroutine RHO(A,LAMBDA,X,V,PAR,IPAR) which evaluates 
the Homotopy map RHO at (A,X,LAMBDA) and returns the 
vector RHO(A,X,LAMBDA) in V. The user must also 
supply a subroutine 
RHOJS(A,LAMBDA,X,QR,LENQR,PIVOT,PP,PAR,IPAR) which 
returns in QR the symmetric N x N Jacobian Matrix [D 
RHO/DX] evaluated at (A,X,LAMBDA) and stored in the 
packed skyline format, and returns in PP the vector 
-(D RHO/D LAMBDA) evaluated at (A,X,LAMBDA). LENQR and 
PIVOT describe the data structure in QR. 
**NOTE THE MINUS SIGN IN THE DEFINITION OF PP** 
* Necessary subroutines from HOMPACK 
FIXPNS 
PCGNS 
STEPNS 
ROOT 
GMFADS 
DNRM2 
MFACDS 
MULTDS 
QIMUDS 
DCOPY 
TANGNS 
* Call statement 
F (or RHO) 
FJACS (or RHOJS) 
DOOT 
DlMCDC (instead of DlMACH) 
DSCAL 
IDAMAX 
DAXPY 
PCGDS 
SOLVDS 
ROOTNS 
SUBROUTINE FIXPNS(N,Y,IFLAG,ARCRE,ARCAE,ANSRE, 
ANSAE,TRACE,A,NFE,ARCLEN,YP,YOLD,YPOLD,QR, 
LENQR,PIVOT,WORK,SSPAR,PAR,IPAR) 
* on input 
N dimension of X,F(X),RHO(A,X,LAMBDA) 
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Y(N+l) array of dimension (N+l) (Y(l), ... Y(N))= A is the starting point for 
the zero curve for the 
fixed point and zero 
finding problems 
IFLAG 
-2 
-1 
0 
2 
3 
= XO for the curve tracking 
problem 
RHO(A,LAMBDA,X)=O 
F(X)=O 
X=F(X) 
set by FIXPNS in 
certain situations 
curve tracking 
zero finding 
fixed point 
ARCRE,ARCAE relative and absolute errors, 
respectively, allowed the normal flow 
iteration along the zero curve. if ARC?E .LE. 
O on input, it is reset to 0.5*DSQRT(ANS?E). 
normally ARC?E >> ANS?E 
ANSRE,ANSAE relative and absolute error values 
used for the answer LAMBDA= 1. the accepted 
answer Y = (LAMBDA,X) satisfies 
\Y(NPl) - 1\ .LE. ANSRE + ANSAE .AND. 
\\Z\\ .LE. ANSRE*\\X\\ + ANSAE where (Z,.) is the Newton step to Y 
TRACE integer s~ecifying the logical I/0 unit for 
the intermediate output. if TRACE .GT. o, the 
points computed on the zero curve are written 
to I/0 Unit TRACE 
A(*) contains the parameter vector A. for the fixed 
point and zero finding problems, A need not be 
initialized by the user, and is assumed to 
have length N. for the curve tracking problem, 
A must be initialized by the user 
YP(N+l) a work array containing the tangent vector 
to the zero curve at the current point Y 
YOLD(N+l) a work array containing the previous 
point found on the zero curve 
YPOLD(N+l) a work array containing the tangent 
vector to the zero curve at YOLD 
SSPAR(l:S)=(LIDEAL,RIDEAL,DIDEAL,HMIN,HMAX,BMIN, 
BMAX,P) is a vector of parameters used for the 
optimal step size estimation. if SSPAR(J).LE.O 
on input, it is reset to a default value by 
FIXPNS 
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PAR(*) array used to pass parameters in the user 
written subroutines 
!PAR(*) integer array used to pass parameters in 
the user written subroutines 
QR(LENQR) a work array containing the (symmetric) 
Jacobian Matrix with respect to X, in the 
packed skyline storage format 
LENQR dimension of QR 
PIVOT(N+2) a work array containing the indices of 
the diagonal elements of the N x N s¥mmetric 
Jacobian Matrix (with respet to X) within QR 
WORK(13*{N+1)+2*N+LENQR) a work array split up and 
used for the calculation of the Jacobian 
Matrix kernel, the Newton step, interpolation, 
and the estimation of the optimal step size H 
* Double precision variables 
YPOLD 
QR 
y 
ANSAE 
ARCLEN 
* Integer variables 
!PAR 
TRACE 
* On output 
N unchanged 
A unchanged 
TRACE unchanged 
WORK 
PAR 
YOLO 
ARCRE 
SSPAR 
PIVOT 
NFE 
yp 
A 
ANSRE 
ARCAE 
IFLAG 
ARC?E,ANS?E are unchanged after a normal return (!FLAG= 1). they are increased to 
appropriate values on the return 
!FLAG= 2 
(Y(l), .•. Y(N)) = X, Y(NPl) = LAMBDA, and Y is an 
approximate zero of the Homotopy map. 
normally LAMBDA= 1, and Xis a fixed 
point (zero) of F(X) 
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!FLAG 
-2 causes FIXPNS to initialize everything 
for the problem RHO(A,X,LAMBDA) = 0 
-1 causes FIXPNS to initialize everything 
for the problem F(X) = o 
O causes FIXPNS to initialize everything 
for the problem X = F(X) 
1 normal return 
2 specific error tolerance cannot be met. 
some or all of ARCRE,ARCAE,ANSRE,ANSAE 
have been increased to suitable values. 
to continue, 1ust call FIXPNS again 
without changing any parameters 
3 STEPNS has been called 1000 times; re-
call FIXPNS to continue 
4 the preconditioned conjugate gradient 
iteration failed to converge (probably 
because the Jacobian Matrix did not have 
full rank). the algorithm has failed 
5 the tracking algorithm has lost the zero 
curve of the Homotopy map and is not 
making progress. the error tolerances 
ARC?E and ANS?E were too lenient. the 
problem should be restarted by calling 
FIXPNS with smaller error tolerances and 
!FLAG= 0 (-1,-2) 
6 the normal flow Newton iteration in 
STEPNS or ROOTNS failed to converge. the 
error tolerances ANS?E may be too 
stringent 
7 illegal input parameters; A FATAL ERROR 
NFE number of functional evaluations (Jacobian) 
ARCLEN length of the path followed 
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SUBROUTINE FIXPQF 
* subroutine FIXPQF finds a fixed point or zero of the 
N-Dimensional vector function F(X), or tracks a zero 
curve of a general homotopy map RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
* For the fixed point and zero findings problems, the 
user must supply a subroutine F(X,V) which evaluates 
F(X) at X and returns the vector F(X) in V, and a 
subroutine FJAC(X,V,K) which returns in V the Kth 
column of the Jacobian Matrix of F(X) evaluated at x. 
* For the curve tracking problem, the user must supply a 
subroutine RHO(A,LAMBDA,X,V,PAR,IPAR) which evaluates 
the Homotopy map RHO at (A,LAMBDA,X) and returns the 
vector RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) in V. The user must also 
su~ply a subroutine RHOJAC(A,LAMBDA,X,V,K,PAR,IPAR) 
which returns in V the Kth column of the N x (N+l) 
Jacobian Matrix [D RHO/D LAMBDA,D RHO/DX] evaluated at 
(A,LAMBDA,X). 
* Necessary subroutines from HOMPACK 
FIXPQF 
STEPQF 
TANGQF 
ROOTQF 
ROOT 
QRFAQF 
UPQRQF 
DCOPY 
* Call statement 
F (or RHO) 
FJAC (or RHOJAC) 
DDOT 
D1MCDC (instead of D1MACH) 
DNRM2 
QRSLQF 
DAXPY 
DSCAL 
SUBROUTINE FIXPQF(N,Y,IFLAG,ARCRE,ARCAE,ANSRE, 
ANSAE,TRACE,A,NFE,ARCLEN,YP,YOLD,YPOLD,QT, 
R,FO,Fl,ZO,DZ,W,T,YSAV,SSPAR,PAR,IPAR) 
* On input 
N dimension of X,F(X) ,RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
Y(N+l) array of dimension (N+l) (Y(2), .•• Y(N+l))= A is the starting point for 
the zero curve for the 
fixed point and zero 
finding problems 
= XO for the curve tracking 
problem 
Y(l) need not be defined by the user 
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!FLAG 
-2 
-1 
0 
2 
3 
RHO(A,LAMBDA,X)=O 
F(X)=O 
X=F(X) 
set by FIXPQF in 
certain situations 
curve tracking 
zero finding 
fixed point 
ARCRE,ARCAE relative and absolute errors, 
respectively, allowed the quasi-Newton 
iteration along the zero curve. if ARC?E .LE. 
o on input, it is reset to 0.5*DSQRT(ANS?E). 
normally ARC?E >> ANS?E 
ANSRE,ANSAE relative and absolute error values 
used for the answer LAMBDA= 1. the accepted 
answer Y = (LAMBDA,X) satisfies 
\Y(l) - 1\ .LE. ANSRE + ANSAE .AND. 
\\DZ\\ .LE. ANSRE*\\Y\\ + ANSAE where 
DZ is the quasi-Newton step to Y 
TRACE integer s~ecifying the logical I/0 unit for 
the intermediate output. if TRACE .GT. o, the 
points computed on the zero curve are written 
to I/0 Unit TRACE 
A(*) contains the parameter vector A. for the fixed 
point and zero finding problems, A need not be 
initialized by the user, and is assumed to 
have length N. for the curve tracking problem 
A must be initialized by the user 
YP(N+l) a work array containing the tan9ent vector 
to the zero curve at the current point Y 
YOLD(N+l) a work array containing the previous 
point found on the zero curve 
YPOLD(N+l) a work array containing the tangent 
vector to the zero curve at YOLD 
SSPAR(l:4)=(HMIN,HMAX,BMIN,BMAX) is a vector of 
parameters used for the optimal step size 
estimation. if SSPAR(J) .LE. O on input, it is 
reset to a default value by FIXPQF 
PAR(*) array used to pass parameters in the user 
written subroutines 
IPAR(*) integer array used to pass parameters in 
the user written subroutines 
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QT(N+l,N+l) 
FO(N+l) 
Fl (N+l) 
YSAV(N+l) 
W(N+l) 
T(N+l) 
ZO (N+l) 
DZ(N+l) 
R( (N+l) * (N+2)/2) 
work arrays used 
by STEPQF,TANGQF, 
and ROOTQF to 
calculate the 
tangent vectors 
and quasi-Newton 
steps 
I 
* Double precision variables 
YPOLD 
PAR 
QT 
w 
ARCLEN 
ANSRE 
ARCAE 
* Integer variables 
IPAR 
NFE 
* On output 
N unchanged 
A unchanged 
TRACE unchanged 
yp 
A 
DZ 
zo 
SSPAR 
ANSAE 
YSAV 
IFLAG 
YOLD 
y 
R 
FO 
Fl 
ARCRE 
T 
TRACE 
ARC?E,ANS?E are unchanged after a normal return 
(IFLAG = 1). they are increased to 
appropriate values on the return 
IFLAG = 2 
Y ( 1) = LAMBDA 
Y(2), ... Y(N+l) = X, and Y is an approximate zero of 
the Homotopy map. normally LAMBDA= 1, 
and Xis a fixed point or zero of F(X) 
IFLAG 
1 normal return 
2 specified error tolerance cannot be met. 
some or all of ARCRE,ARCAE,ANSRE,ANSAE 
have been increased to suitable values. 
to continue, ~ust call FIXPQF again 
without changing any parameters 
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\_ 
3 STEPQF has been called 1000 times. to 
continue, call FIXPQF again without 
changing any parameters 
4 the Jacobian Matrix does not have full 
rank, the algorithm has failed 
5 the tracking algorithm has lost the zero 
curve of the Homotopy map and is not 
making progress. the error tolerances 
ARC?E and ANS?E were too lenient. the 
problem should be restarted by calling 
FIXPQF with smaller error tolerances and 
!FLAG= 0 (-1,-2) 
6 the quasi-Newton iteration in STEPQF or 
ROOTQF failed to converge. the error 
tolerances ANS?E may be too stringent 
7 illegal input parameters; A FATAL ERROR 
NFE number of functional evaluations (Jacobian) 
ARCLEN length of the path followed 
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SUBROUTINE FIXPQS 
* Subroutine FIXPQS finds a fixed point or zero of the 
N-Dimensional vector function F(X), or tracks a zero 
curve of a general homotopy map RHO(A,LAMBDA,X) 
* For the fixed point and zero findings problems, the 
user must supply a subroutine F(X,V) which evaluates 
F(X) at X and returns the vector F(X) in V, and a 
subroutine FJACS(X,QR,LENQR,PIVOT) which evaluates the 
(symmetric) Jacobian Matrix of FfX) at X, and returns 
the (symmetric) Jacobian Matrix n the packed skyline 
storage format in QR. LENQR and PIVOT describe the 
data structure in QR. 
* For the curve tracking problem, the user must supply a 
subroutine RHO(A,LAMBDA,X,V,PAR,IPAR) which evaluates 
the Homotopy map RHO at (A,X,LAMBDA) and returns the 
vector RHO(A,X,LAMBDA) in V. The user must also 
supply a subroutine 
RHOJS(A,LAMBDA,X,QR,LENQR,PIVOT,PP,PAR,IPAR) which 
. returns in QR the symmetric N x N Jacobian Matrix [D 
RHO/DX] evaluated at (A,X,LAMBDA) and stored in the 
packed skyline format, and returns in PP the vector 
-(D RHO/D LAMBDA) evaluated at (A,X,LAMBDA). LENQR and 
PIVOT describe the data structure in QR. 
**NOTE THE MINUS SIGN IN THE DEFINITION OF PP** 
* Necessary subroutines fr0m HOMPACK 
FIXPQS 
GMFADS 
MULTDS 
ROOTQS 
STEPQS 
DNRM2 
PCGQS 
DCOPY 
* Call statement 
F (or RHO) 
FJACS (or RHOJS) 
DOOT 
DlMCDC (instead of DlMACH) 
DSCAL 
SOLVDS 
DAXPY 
SUBROUTINE FIXPQS(N,Y,IFLAG,ARCRE,ARCAE,ANSRE, 
ANSAE,TRACE,A,NFE,ARCLEN,YP,YOLD,YPOLD,QR, 
LENQR,PIVOT,PP,RHOVEC,ZO,DZ,T,WOR K,SSPAR, 
PAR,IPAR) 
* On input 
N dimension of X,F(X),RHO(A,X,LAMBDA) 
Y(N+l) array of dimension (N+l) (Y(l), ••• Y(N))= A is the starting point for 
the zero curve for the 
fixed point and zero 
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!FLAG 
finding problems 
= XO for the curve tracking 
problem Y(N+l) need not be defined by the user 
-2 
-1 
0 
2 
3 
RHO(A,LAMBDA,X)=O 
F(X)=O 
X=F(X) 
set by FIXPQS in 
certain situations 
curve tracking 
zero finding 
fixed point 
ARCRE,ARCAE relative and absolute errors, 
respectively, allowed the iteration along the 
zero curve. if ARC?E .LE. O on input, it is 
reset to 0.5*0SQRT(ANS?E). normally ARC?E >> 
ANS?E 
ANSRE,ANSAE relative and absolute error values 
used for the answer LAMBDA= 1. the accepted 
answer Y = (X,LAMBDA) satisfies 
\Y(l) - 1\ .LE. ANSRE + ANSAE .AND. 
\\DZ\\ .LE. ANSRE*\\Y\\ + ANSAE where 
DZ is the Newton step to Y 
TRACE integer s~ecifying the logical I/0 unit for 
the intermediate output. if TRACE .GT. o, the 
points computed on the zero curve are written 
to I/0 Unit TRACE 
A(*) contains the parameter vector A. for the fixed 
~oint and zero finding problems, A need not be 
initialized by the user, and is assumed to 
have length N. for the curve tracking problem, 
A must be initialized by the user 
YP(N+l) a work array containing the tangent vector 
to the zero curve at the current point Y 
YOLD(N+l) a work array containing the previous 
point found on the zero curve 
YPOLD(N+l) a work array containing the tangent 
vector to the zero curve at YOLO 
SSPAR(l:4)=(HMIN,HMAX,BMIN,BMAX) is a vector of 
parameters used for the optimal step size 
estimation. if SSPAR(J) .LE. O on input, it is 
reset to a default value by FIXPQS 
PAR(*) array used to pass parameters in the user 
written subroutines 
-·---------------- -·
----~-----·--·- --·-··---·-··--
-- ------------
---~ 
!PAR(*) integer array used to pass parameters in 
the user written subroutines 
QR(LENQR) a work array containing the N x N (symmetric) Jacobian Matrix with respect to X, 
in the packed skyline storage format. LENQR 
and PIVOT describe the data structure in QR. 
(see subrooutine PCGQS for a description of 
this data structure) 
LENQR length of the N-dimensional arra¥ QR. ie it 
is the number of non-zero entries in the 
Jacobian Matrix [OF/DX] (or [D RHO/DX]) 
PIVOT(N+2) a work array whose first N+l components 
contain the indices of the diagonal elements 
of the N x N s~~tric Jacobian Matrix (with 
respet to X) within QR 
PP(N) a work array containin9 the ne9ative of the 
last column of the Jacobian Matrix -
[D RH0/0 LAMBDA] 
WORK(B*(N+l)+LENQR) a work array used by the 
conjugate gradient algorithm to solve linear 
systems 
RHOVEC(N+l) 
ZO(N+l) 
DZ (N+l) 
T(N+l) 
work arrays used by 
STEPQS, TANGQS, and 
ROOTQS to calculate the 
tangent vectors and Newton steps 
* Double precision variables 
YPOLD 
QR 
RHOVEC 
ANSAE 
ARCLEN 
PP 
T 
* Integer variables 
IPAR 
TRACE 
* On output 
N unchanged 
A unchanged 
TRACE unchanged 
WORK 
PAR 
YOLO 
ARCRE 
SSPAR 
zo 
PIVOT 
NFE 
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yp 
A 
ANSRE 
ARCAE 
y 
DZ 
IFLAG 
LENQR 
LENQR unchanged 
ARC?E,ANS?E are unchanged after a normal return (IFLAG = 1). they are increased to 
appropriate values on the return 
!FLAG= 2 
(Y(l), ... Y(N)) = X, Y(N+l) = LAMBDA, and Y is an 
approximate zero of the Homotopy map. 
normally LAMBDA= 1, and Xis a fixed 
point or zero of F(X) 
IFLAG 
1 normal return 
2 specific error tolerance cannot be met. 
some or all of ARCRE,ARCAE,ANSRE,ANSAE 
have been increased to suitable values. 
to continue, 1ust call FIXPQS again 
without chang ng any parameters 
3 STEPQS has been called 1000 times; re-
call FIXPQS to continue 
4 the Jacobian Matrix does not have full 
rank. the algorithm has failed 
5 the tracking algorithm has lost the zero 
curve of the Homotopy map and is not 
making progress. the error tolerances 
ARC?E and ANS?E were too lenient. the 
problem should be restarted by calling 
FIXPQS with smaller error tolerances and 
IFLAG = 0 (-1,-2) 
6 the Newton iteration in STEPQS or ROOTQS 
failed to converge. the error tolerances 
ANS?E may be too stringent 
7 illegal input parameters; A FATAL ERROR 
NFE number of functional evaluations (Jacobian) 
ARCLEN length of the path followed 
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SUBROUTINE POI.SYS 
* Subroutine POI.SYS finds all solutions to a system 
F(x)=O of N polynomial equations in N unknowns with 
real coefficients. If the parameter IFLGl is set to 
10 or 11, POI.SYS returns the solutions at infinity 
also. 
* The system F(x)=O is descibed via the coefficients 
"COEF" and the parameters "N", "NUMT", and "KDEG" as 
follows: 
For J = 1 to N 
NUMT(J) 
F(J) = SUM COEF(J,K)*X(l}**KDEG(J,1,K}* ... 
... *X(N)**KDEG(J,N,K) 
K=l 
* POI.SYS has two main run options, automatic scaling and 
·the projective transformation. These options are 
evoked via the IFLGl parameter. It is suggested, for 
most systems, that both options be chosen (IFLGl=ll). 
* Necessary subroutines from HOMPACK 
POLSYS 
POLYP 
INITP 
OTPUTP 
STRPTP 
DIVP 
DAXPY 
DCOPY 
DNRM2 
D1MCDC 
MULP 
POWP 
ROOTNF 
SCLGNP 
F 
FJAC 
STEPNF 
DDOT 
QRFAQF 
QRSLQF 
ROOT 
TANGNF 
FIXPNF 
DSCAL 
RHO 
RHOJAC 
HFUNP 
HFUNlP 
FFUNP 
GFUNP 
IDAMAX 
* For problems to be solved with POLSYS, the user 
written subroutines RHO and RHOJAC are already defined 
by HOMAPCK. The user need only supply the necessary 
varaibles (ie, N, COEF(J,K), KDEG(J,L,K), etc) in the 
form of a data file. To simplify output, the results 
can be written to an output file. 
**NOTE -ALL REALS MUST BE DOUBLE PRECISIONED** 
* Call statement 
SUBROUTINE POLSYS(N,NUMT,COEF,KDEG,IFLG1,IFLG2, 
EPSBIG,EPSSML,SSPAR,NUMRR,NN,MMAXT,TTOTDG, 
LENWK,LENIWK,LAMBDA,ROOTS,ARCLEN,NFE,WK,IWK) 
* To reduce running time when the total degree of the 
srstem is large, solve approximately fiv~ paths at a 
time. This is accomplished by controlling the IFLG2 
parameter. For the desired paths, set IFLG2(J)=-2, 
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I 
and for all others paths, set IFLG2(J) to any other 
value. This process can be repeated until the desired 
solution is found. To solve paths six through ten for 
a system of equations with total degree TTOTDG: 
00 10 J•l,5 
IFLG2(J)=l 
10 CONTINUE 
00 20 J=6,10 
IFLG2(J)=-2 
20 CONTINUE 
00 30 J=ll,TTOTDG 
IFLG2(J)=l 
30 CONTINUE 
By setting IFLG2(J)=-2 for paths 6-10, only 
paths will be solved by the POI.SYS driver. 
solution is not found in these paths, reset 
parameter to solve another set of paths. 
those 
If the 
the IFLG2 
* On input 
N 
NN 
NUMRR 
NUMT(NN) 
MMAXT 
number of equations and variables 
declared dimension of NUMT, NN >= N 
multiple of 1000 steps to try before 
abandoning a path 
integer array; NUMT(J) = number of 
terms 
in the J-th equation (J = 1 to NJ 
declared dimension of the 2-nd index 
of 
COEF; MMAXT >= maximum number of 
terms 
in each equation 
COEF(NN,MMAXT) real array; COEF(J,K) = K-th 
coefficient of the J-th equation 
[J = 1 to N; K = 1 to NUMT(J)] 
KDEG(NN,NN+l,MMAXT) integer array; KDEG(J,L,K) = 
degree of the L-th variable in the 
K-th term of the J-th equation (J = 
1 to N; L= 1 to N; K = 1 to 
NUMT(J)] 
TOTDG total degree of the system; the total degree of the system is 
defined as the product of the degree 
of the N equations (the degree of 
the N-th equation is the largest 
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TTOTDG 
LENWK 
LENIWK 
EPSBIG 
EPSSML 
degree of any individual term) 
declared dimension in IFLG2, LAMBDA, 
ARCLEN, NFE, ROOTS; TTOTDG >= TOTDG 
dimension of th' workspace W!; 
LENWK >=21+61N+l0N +7N*MMAXT+4N *MMAXT 
dimension of the workspace IWK: 
LENIWK >=43+7N+N(N+l)*MMAXT 
local error tolerance allowed; ARCRE 
and ARCAE (in POLYNF) are set to 
EPSBIG 
accuracy desired for the final 
solution; ANSAE and ANSRE (in 
POLYNF) are set to EPSSML 
SSPAR(l:B)=(LIDEAL,RIDEAL,DIDEAL,HMIN,HMAX,BMIN, 
BMAX,P) is the vector of parameters 
used for the optimal step size 
estimation; o on input will reset 
SSPAR to a default value by POLYNF 
IFLGl automatic scaling, projective 
transformation or both to be chosen; 
00 no call to scaling routine and no 
use of projective transformation 
01 use scaling routine only 
10 use only projective transformation 
11 use both scaling and projective 
transformation 
IFLG2(TTOTDG) integer array; if IFLG2(M)=-2 then 
the M-th path is tracked, otherwise 
it is skipped; to find all solutions 
set IFLG2(M)=-2 for all M = 1 to 
TOTDG 
* The solution for each unknown consists of two parts, a 
real part and an imaginary part. If the ima~inary 
portion is smaller relative to the real portion, 
neglect it. 
* On output 
The following variables remain unchanged on output: 
N,NUMT,COEF,KDEG,NN,MMAXT,TTOTDG,LENWK,LENIWK 
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IFI.Gl 
IFI.G2 
-1 NN too small 
-2 MMAXT too small 
-3 TTOTDG too small 
-4 LENWX too small 
-5 LENIWK too small 
-6 if IFI.Gl is not 00,01,10,11 
7 
on input;unchanged otherwise 
1 normal return 
2 cannot meet error tolerance; 
increase EPSBIG and EPSSML and rerun 
3 exceeded maximum number of steps; 
increase NUMRR and rerun; the path 
may be diverging if LAMBDA is near 1 
and the roots are large 
4 
5 
6 
Jacobian does not have full rank; 
the algorithm has failed and cannot 
follow the homotopr map any further 
the tracking algorithm has lost the 
zero curve of the homotopy map and 
is not making progress;restart with 
smaller tolerances 
normal flow Newton iteration in 
STEPNF or ROOTNF failed to 
converge;the error tolerance may be 
too stringent 
illegal input parameters; 
FATAL ERROR 
LAMBDA(TTOTDG) final lambda value for the M-th 
path, where lambda is the 
continuation parameter 
ROOTS(2,NN+l,TTOTDG) ROOTS(l,J,M) and 
ROOTS(2,J,M) respectively, the real 
and imaginary parts of the J-th 
variable for the M-th path if IFLGl 
is 10 or 11, then ROOTS(l,N+l,M) and 
ROOTS(2,N+l,M) are the real and 
imaginary parts of the ~rojective 
coordinate of the solution 
ARCLEN(TTOTDG) arc length of the M-th path; 
M = 1 to TOTDG 
NFE(TTOTDG) number of Jacobian matrix 
evaluations required to track the 
M-th path 
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